Diglossia in Anglo-Saxon England, 
or
What was spoken Old English like?

As we all know, the Anglo-Saxon period is the longest period in the history of the English language. By its external political demarcations (fifth century AD to the end of the eleventh century AD), Anglo-Saxon culture was present for around 600 years in the island of Britain.¹ This is a very long period, indeed. Within this period, Anglo-Saxon culture had a *written* presence for about 400 years. I would assume that Old English was enscripted in alphabetical characters around the beginning of the seventh century, with the impact of Christianization which started from both ends of the island, north and south. According to the Venerable Bede, Saint Augustin landed in Kent in 597 AD at the request of Pope Gregory the Great (ca 540-604 AD) and Lindisfarne (“Holy Island”) was founded by Saint Aidan in 634 AD. Aidan came from the island of Iona (Inner Hebrides) and was a representative of the Irish Church.

The entire conversion process of the Anglo-Saxons lasted from 587-681 AD, coming to a close when Saint Wilfrid converted the South Saxons of the Isle of Wight to Christianity. And with Christianity came of course the acquisition of the cultural technology of writing. The Northern scriptorium exerted a lasting effect on the writing of Old English right up to the end of the Anglo-Saxon period, as the invariable use of the so-called “insular script” for the writing of Old English demonstrates, a script which is Irish in origin.

Interesting evidence of the process of the enscripting of Old English in the Northern cultural province is, for instance, provided by Bede’s well-known story of *Cædmon* and the divine inspiration of the beginning of Old English literature (*HE* IV.23). *Cædmon*’s poems

¹ I am very grateful to Prof Ilse Wischer (Potsdam), Dr Hartmut Burmeister (Potsdam/Kiel), Dr Susanne Kries (Potsdam), Dr Elvira Veselinovic (Potsdam) and Dr David L. White (Austin TX) for commenting on earlier drafts of this paper and for suggesting improvements. I also received linguistic help, for which I am very grateful, from Gary Lovan (Potsdam). I am, of course, solely responsible for any errors or infelicities.
were orally composed and later taken down in writing by the monks of Whitby. Bede says that Cædmon composed his songs in sua, id est Anglorum, lingua (Colgrave & Mynors 1969: 414), i.e. in English. But his name bears witness to his British ancestry.

A short side remark: it is interesting to note that the name of Cædmon is an Anglicization by oral loan of a Brittonic hero’s or warrior’s name, evidenced among the British princes in the seventh century. *Catu-mand-os in Brittonic meant “war horse” or “war pony.” There is, for instance, the Cata-man-us inscribed stone in Anglesey, which has been securely dated to the first half of the seventh century. The Old English spelling (and pronunciation) of this Brittonic name is interesting, since both unstressed syllables of the compound *Catu-mand-os are dropped, by syncope of the composition vowel and by apocope of the inflectional ending (> Late British Cadµann, with lenition of the originally intervocalic */m/ as */v/ in the environment of the voiced stop /d/). This conforms to the historical development of Brittonic morphology during the four centuries the Britons lived under Roman rule. During that period, unstressed syllables were affected both by syncope and apocope. Brittonic shed its inflectional endings in the NP, with the sole exception of number marking (sg. and pl.). So Bede spelt and the monks and nuns of Whitby heard and pronounced the heroic Brittonic name of their cowherd as Cædmon. In today’s Welsh, the name Cadfan is pronounced /ˈkadfan/.

According to Bede’s story (HE IV.24), Cædmon’s religious poems were orally composed. These poems were later committed to parchment by the monks as were other poems

---

3 The full inscription reads: Catamanus rex sapientissimus opinantissimus omnium regum (Jackson 1953: 120, Sims-Williams 2003: 378).
5 The morphonologically conditioned marking of the constituents of the NP and VP by what is called the “mutations” in Celtic Studies, which in a way compensate for the loss of inflections, may have been linked to the basically syllable-timed character of the insular Celtic languages in their pre-historical stages and does not seem to have exerted a transfer effect on English.
6 On the palatalization of the short Brittonic stem vowel /a/ as /æ/ in Old English names see Jackson (1953: 271 f.).
which have been preserved in the Old Northumbrian dialect from about the eighth century 
(Cædmon’s Hymn, Bede’s Deathsong, Leyden Riddle, Ruthwell Cross). In his letter to his fel-
low teacher Cuthwin, Cuthbert diaconus writes that Bede was occupied by translating the 
Gospel of St. John and Isidor’s book on De natura rerum into Old English (Colgrave &
Mynors 1969: 582). Unfortunately, these translations have not survived. No doubt, Old 
Northumbrian was a fully fledged literary language.

The written Old English language appears to have been or to have been kept remarka-
bly constant over the entire period of Anglo-Saxon writing, in spite of the change of a few 
spelling conventions. These represented, among other things, both a further development and 
a Germanicization of the spelling because of the introduction of runic symbols into the Latin-
derived alphabet (th > ð, uu > ø). The dialectal variations are remarkably few. The oldest 
texts from Northumbria (seventh/eighth century) and the late West Saxon texts some three 
hundred years later (eleventh/twelfth century) show surprisingly little typological change of 
the grammatical structure of the language. This suggests that strong efforts were made to keep 
the written language unchanged. The late Anglo-Saxon efforts to this effect under the Bene-
dictine Reform have been recently documented by Lucia Kornexl (2000) and Mechthild 
Gretsch (2001, 2003). It seems that the theocratic elite of late Anglo-Saxon England deliber-
ately enforced the standardization of Old English as a means of political control, which was 
exposed to the threat of political disintegration at the hands of the Vikings. The Viking ad-
mistration under King Knut and archbishop Wulfstan, however, followed suit in maintain-
ing the West Saxon written standard. Written standard Old English only began to crumble 
during the reign of Henry I (1100-1135). The late annal entries in the Peterborough Chroni-
acle, for instance, show that in Peterborough the OE written standard was only given up after 
1121. The language of the First Continuation, covering the years 1122 to 1131, is still 
strongly influenced by the OE written standard, but already shows current features of the spo-
ken language. But the annals of the *Final Continuation*, dealing with the years 1131-1154, are “incontrovertibly Middle English” (Clark 1970: lii) in lexis, morphology and spelling.

The earliest Middle English texts give evidence of a great typological change. With apparent suddenness appeared the drift away from syntheticity to analyticity. All Germanic languages are subject to this drift, but here it appeared with particular strength. The general pattern of the accelerated typological drift in the early Middle English period was as follows: English was well ahead of the other Germanic languages and the North of England was well ahead of all other Middle English dialects in the spread of analyticity and of other linguistic innovations. Why was this so? Why this seemingly sudden and accelerated development?

Four possible scenarios have been proposed to explain this sudden shift from Old English to Middle English: three language *internal* scenarios and one *external* scenario, *internal* referring to systems linguistic changes and *external* meaning by “language contact.”

One *internal* answer to the question of sudden change in grammatical profile is, according to Robert M.W. Dixon (1997: 67 ff.), the recourse to the *punctuated equilibrium model*. Is the sudden change from Old English to Middle English an example of a punctuated development? The *punctuated equilibrium model* claims that the rate at which languages change need not be constant. Languages may change or evolve very little over long periods of time and then, all of a sudden, they may be subject to radical typological changes.

\[
\text{equilibrium period } \rightarrow \text{ sudden punctuation}
\]

Dixon writes: “I suggest that many types of change within a language are not gradual but rather happen fairly suddenly, often within the space of a generation or two. … If a new grammatical mechanism is innovated this is likely to happen all at once, rather than bit by bit” (Dixon, ibid. 54). He also asserts that “overall, gradual change concerns matters of detail,
while sudden changes relate to shift in grammatical profile” (Dixon, ibid. 57). He explains that sudden changes in grammatical profile are “self-triggered” and produced “by the internal dynamics of the language” (id.). Dixon is a comparative linguist and a specialist of Australian aborigine languages. The examples he quotes in order to substantiate his thesis of punctuated historical developments are mostly taken from non-European languages. Could the punctuated equilibrium model also have applied to the relatively well-documented historical stages of the development of western European languages? In particular, could it have applied to the dramatic typological shift of English from a predominantly synthetic to a predominantly analytic language first surfacing in twelfth century writing? And what internal dynamics triggered this sudden shift?

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 1** Dixon (1997: 101)

---

7 For a critical review of Dixon’s evolutionary approach see Robert A. Orr (1999). Dr Burmeister (Potsdam/Kiel, pc. December 2003) pointed out to me that there are surprising parallels for sudden punctuations both in L₁ and L₂ acquisition (“spurts”).
Another very traditional *internal* explanation of the typological shift from Old English to Middle English is that of the reduction of unstressed vowels under the effect of the strong stress accent which marked the first syllable of the stem of Old English lexemes. This stress accent was held responsible for having led to the reduction of unstressed vowels and, consequently, to the loss of inflectional endings (Campbell 1959: 30-37, 137-157).\(^8\) Indications of the loss of the phonematic distinction between unstressed vowels of the inflectional morphemes only surface in the late Old English texts. This raises the important question of why German, for instance, whose lexemes are affected by the same type of stress accent, has not been subjected to the same type of attrition of inflectional morphology as English. Old Norse for that matter was as strongly inflected as Old English was and Icelandic still is.\(^9\)

A third systems *internal* explanation suggested that many of the inherited Old English inflectional endings were redundant, i.e. that they were devoid of phonological distinctions. For instance, the inflectional paradigm of the OE noun *lær* fem. “teaching” (cf. PDE *folklore*), which followed the so-called “strong” inflectional paradigm,

\[
\begin{array}{lcl|lcl}
\text{Sg} & \text{Nom} & 1 & r-∅ & \text{Pl} & 1 & r-a \\
\text{Gen} & 1 & r-e & & 1 & r-a \\
\text{Dat} & 1 & r-e & & 1 & r-um \\
\text{Acc} & 1 & r-e & & 1 & r-a \\
\text{Instr} & 1 & r-e & & 1 & r-um \\
\end{array}
\]

only showed three distinctive endings {-e, -a, -um} and none at all for the nominative singular. These endings were polyfunctional and therefore not distinctive. In Herbert Pilch’s struc-

\(^8\) For the successive reduction of OE unstressed syllables see Pilch (1970: 74 f.)

\(^9\) Lexical stress does not necessarily imply the reduction of unstressed syllables in polysyllabic lexemes. This is shown for instance by Finnish. The first syllables of Finnish lexemes are invariably stressed, but the following syllables retain their full quality and quantity (pc. Juhani Klemola, August 2001). Estonian, on the other hand, closely related to Finnish, lost some of its final syllables.
nalist grammar of Old English (1970: 104), the inflectional repertoire of the class of weak nouns is represented as follows:\(^\text{10}\)

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{Mask.} & \text{Fem./Neutr.} \\
\hline
\text{Nom.} & -a & -e \\
\text{Akk.} & -an & \\
\text{Gen.} & -en-a & \\
\text{Dat.} & -um & \\
\end{array}
\]

The ending of the instrumental is already identical with the dative. Thus there were only five endings for altogether 10 morphological categories. For the so-called “strong” noun inflection, Pilch shows the following diagram with only six distinctive endings for 10 grammatical categories:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c|c}
\text{Sg.} & \text{Neutr.} & \text{Fem.} & \text{Pl.} & \text{Neutr.} & \text{Fem.} & \text{Mask.} \\
\hline
\text{Gen.} & -e-s & & & & & \\
\text{Nom.} & & -a & & & & \\
\text{Akk.} & & -u & -a & -a-s & & \\
\text{Dat.} & -e & & & & & \\
\end{array}
\]

Texts from the Anglian dialect area showed a further reduction of distinctivity, as they featured \{-e\} instead of \{-a\} in the nom/acc plural fem. In Late West Saxon texts, \{-u\} in fem.

\(^\text{10}\) The weak class inflection of OE nouns is derived from the IE n-stems (cf. Lat. hom-o, hom-inis etc.).
nouns came to be used in the oblique cases in the singular and {-a} in the nom./acc. neutre plural.

This type of increasing redundancy led scholars to the assumption that the inflectional endings had become largely “ornamental” in Old English and could therefore be dispensed with. The same question then arises as to why the corresponding Modern High German word has kept its unstressed syllables to this day:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sg</th>
<th>Nom</th>
<th>Lehr-e</th>
<th>Gen</th>
<th>Lehr-e</th>
<th>Dat</th>
<th>Lehr-e</th>
<th>Acc</th>
<th>Lehr-e</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pl</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lehr-en</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lehr-en</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lehr-en</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lehr-en</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The German inflectional endings may very well be ornamental, but that does not seem to be a reason why they should be shed.\(^\text{11}\)

It could be argued that the case distinctions in Old English within the NP were largely guaranteed by the inflected determiners preceding the noun, so that the inflectional redundancy was compensated for. The same holds true, of course, for Modern High German. But then in Middle English the definite article was indeclinable (as already the definite article in Old Welsh), while in German it is still fully inflected.

It seems to me that none of the systems internal explanations so far discussed has any cogent explanatory force.

\(^{11}\) In his lecture on the attrition of inflectional morphology in the South Slavic languages (“Zur Geschichte des Flexionsverlustes im Balkanslavischen”, Potsdam, 10.01.04), Dr Andreji Sobolev (Marburg) pointed out that the ornamental character of the inflectional endings led to their attrition. His thesis is that the analytizing tendency of the respective languages are reinforced by their contact with strongly analytical languages, provided that their own phonological structure undergoes a process of restructuring. See also Hinrichs & Büttner (2004).
The one external answer given so far was that relating to the contact between Old English and Old Norse in the Danelaw areas. The view has been advanced that this contact may have led to a mild sort of creolization, whereby the speakers shed their endings due to the universal tendency of morphological simplification observed in creole situations (Poussa 1982, but cf. Görlach 1986/1990; White 2003: 41). This would presuppose that, in the contact situation between the Northumbrians, Mercians and the Viking settlers, Old English and Old Norse were so different as to require first pidginization and then creolization in order to enable efficient communication. On the contrary, I would hold that, with a little effort, Northumbrians, Mercians and Scandinavians were very well able to communicate in their everyday dealings, much as I can communicate with speakers of vernacular Zurich or Berne German in Switzerland or even Carinthian German in Austria, although my native variety of German is Hanoverian Standard High German.

The creole hypothesis also does not explain why the earliest Northumbrian poems, which come exactly from that part of England which the Middle English innovations radiated from, already show first signs of inflectional attrition by the loss of final nasals, – not the unstressed vowels, but the final nasals <n> and <m>. Thus the attrition of morphological distinctions already started in the NP well before the Vikings arrived. The Vikings provided the necessary, but not the sufficient condition for the seemingly sudden Middle English innovations and their spread southwards across England over the centuries.

Let us now take a closer look at the innovating areas in Middle English, because not only the North strongly innovated compared to the written Old English Standard, but also the South and the South West, albeit on a different scale. The southern innovations were perhaps less obvious, because they related to the syntax of the VP and not to morphology of the NP. The most important South Western innovations were the rise of periphrastic aspect and DO-
periphrasis. The East was slow to accept both the Northern and the South Western innovations and the South East was the most conservative area, resisting any innovation by dialect spread for the longest time. How can this be explained? Why was the North the innovator in the NP and the South and South West the innovator in the VP?

According to David White (2002, 2003), Anglo-Saxon England consisted of four geographical zones which developed grammatical patterns reflecting the historical types of ethnic *cum* linguistic contact which speakers of Old English were subjected to during the many centuries of their existence in the island of Britain.

The languages spoken in sub-Roman Britain were British Latin in the British Lowlands, Brittonic in the Uplands, Wales and Cornwall, and Pictish north of the Clyde – Firth of Forth line.
British Latin is likely to have been strong in the Lowlands, particularly in the east and south east (Schrijver 2002).

![Late Roman Britain](image)

**Fig. 3  Late Roman Britain**

**Zone 1:** In some areas of the Midlands and Northern zone, speakers of the post-conquest Anglian and Mercian dialects ruled the native population of the Britons as their slaves. These continued to speak Brittonic, their native language, for perhaps as many as six or seven generations (see the evidence of the Cædmon story for the North), before they shifted to Old English. Gelling (1993: 55) allows for more than four hundred years of the shift from Brittonic to Old English to have been completed and suggests that the process was only complete around 900 AD. During the process of shift, the Britons modified their target language by grammatical transfer from their native language (starting by imperfect adult learning). The main transfer from their source language consisted in the attrition of the inflectional endings.
in the NP, as Brittonic had already shed these before the advent of the Anglo-Saxons. The
speakers of Brittonic compensated the loss of their inflectional morphology by means of rigid
word order constraints and by the grammaticalized use of prepositions or other particles
which lent the NP a very obvious analytical character. These shifters and now speakers of
modified Old English or “Brittonic English” (as David White calls it) were later subjected to
intimate linguistic contact with speakers of Old Norse. This contact led to reinforcing the al-
ready existing analytizing tendencies of Brittonic English and also led to adding new gram-
matical transfer features from Norse through superstratal and adstratal contact. This twofold
linguistic contact of English in the Anglian areas with substratal Brittonic and super-
stratal/adstratal Norse helps to explain the sweepingly innovative character of the North.

12 For transfer features from Norse, see Miller (2004), this volume.
Zone 2: In the English South West, Old English experienced only one linguistic contact situation and not two as in the Upland Zone further north. The West Saxons only entered into contact with the language of their subjected Britons. The Treaty of Wedmore between the King Alfred and Guthrum (878 AD) defined the areas of Viking influences (“Danelaw”). Wessex was largely untouched by direct Viking influence, although the treaty also regulated trade relationships between the West Saxons and the Scandinavians. The treaty was formally observed only until the late 880ies, so that the boundary between Wessex and the areas under Scandinavian control will not have been sharply defined. But Scandinavian influence will have been considerably less in Wessex than anywhere else in the island of Britain, except for the South East. The contact of the speakers of West Saxon with their Britons did, however, not have the same impact as that of the North, probably for two reasons: first, because the ratio of immigrant Anglo-Saxons settlers versus the subjected Britons was higher than in the North; and second, because the unsubjected Britons in Cornwall and Wales were considered to be fierce enemies and contact with them seems to have been constantly hostile.13 The absence of Norse influence may perhaps explain why Brittonic substratal features characteristic of the VP, such as the rise of Verbal Aspect (imperfective/progressive) and of the DO periphrasis (causative, emphatic, habitual) were able to develop by transfer in the South West and not elsewhere. In the North, Norse superstratal/adstratal influence would have precluded the use of aspaceutical and periphrastic DO forms.

Zone 3: This zone is that of the East, especially East Anglia, where the Anglo-Saxon presence was early and strong from the beginning14 and may perhaps have induced the native

---

13 The famous entry for the year 755 AD in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (“Cynewulf and Cyneheard”) needs to be interpreted in this light. Cumbra, the West Saxon alderman, who was unjustly killed by the deposed West Saxon king Sigebyht, seems to have been an acculturated Briton, as his name suggests. The British hostages who are mentioned in this entry seem to suggest hostile encounters with the unsubducted Britons. The presence of Asser at King Alfred’s court and his role as his biographer is extraordinary in this connection. He came from St. David’s in South Wales and was invited by Alfred to his court.

14 Cf. the map of the progress of the Anglo-Saxon occupation in Jackson (1953: 208-209).
population, either the Brittonic or British Latin speaking people, to a much more rapid acculturation than in the North and South West. A certain amount of violence between the newcomers and the native population can, of course, not be excluded. The East later formed part of the Danelaw, so that the relatively uncontaminated immigrant Old English of this zone experienced intensive language contact only with Old Norse. Since both contact languages were fairly close cognates and still fully inflected, superstratal/adstratal transfer from Norse to Old English would have been mostly lexical.

Zone 4: The South East was the zone least subjected to linguistic contacts. The Anglo-Saxon presence was strong from the beginning\textsuperscript{15} and the acculturation of the speakers of British Latin presumably was a fast one, taking only perhaps two generations or even less. This area, moreover, did not come under the influence of the Vikings in the Danelaw. We know from psycholinguistic research on various types of shift of bilingual European language learners that fast shifts produce bilingual child language learners, who acquire the target language in native like fashion. Truly bilingual children learn two native grammars. When they or their children stop using the less prestigious language, they behave as native speakers of the target language. Therefore, it comes as no surprise that the Kentish dialect area was the slowest to accept innovations (before, of course, it succumbed to the linguistic pressure of the greater London metropolitan area and finally disappeared).

What was the social stratification of Anglo-Saxon England like and which ethnicities were involved? The character of the social pyramid of Anglo-Saxon society is very unlikely to have been uniform all over the conquered regions. It is also unlikely that it remained unchanged during the length of the six centuries in its development from migration/conquest and ethnically divided society to the formation of the integrated Anglo-Saxon kingdoms. This is,

\textsuperscript{15} See fn. 14..
for instance made clear, by the different provisions of the Anglo-Saxon laws concerning the payment of wergild. There seems to have been, however, a basically tripartite division of society. The total number of the population may have ranged between 1 m and 2.5 m inhabitants, and, after the dramatic drop of the size of the population in the late period of Roman Britain and after the withdrawal of the Roman troops, the size of the population showed no further drop during the conquest period and after (Härke 2002). The Anglo-Saxon elite was formed by a small number of aristocrats. For example, William the Conqueror replaced 4 to 5 thousand Anglo-Saxon aristocrats by 144 Norman barons within 20 years. Below the Anglo-Saxon aristocracy, there was the class of the freemen or “churls”, which included the craftsmen. The majority of the population was, however, formed by the unfree people or “slaves,” who had no right to own property. Dorothy Whitelock said that

The unfree class consisted of persons of different origins. Some were the descendants of the British population, as the word for ‘Briton’ to mean simply ‘slave’ testifies. The menial tasks described in some Anglo-Saxon riddles are performed by ‘Britons’” (Whitelock 1952: 111).

It is to be noted that the riddles in the Exeter Book were codified, if not composed in the tenth century. Were the monastic and aristocratic audiences of the riddles able to relate to slaves who were still recognizably Britons, whatever this actually meant in a tenth century Wessex context? The barriers between the three classes of Anglo-Saxon society seem to have been

---

17 The OE term *wealh* seems to have shifted in meaning from originally “foreigner (Latin or Late British speaking),” to “Briton” and finally to “slave” (cf. Faull 1976). But the social, status oriented and the ethnic denotations of the term seem to have been ambiguous. There are, for instance, six references in the seventh century *Laws of Ine* (promulgated between AD 688-694), referring both to the wergild values of British slaves and free Britons. On the other hand, the *wealas* are mentioned some 44 times in the *Anglo-Saxon Chronicle* (until the first quarter of the twelfth century). In the later entries of the *Chronicle*, the term mostly refers to the inhabitants of Cornwall and Wales. In the Anglo-Saxon riddles on the other hand, the *wealas* are mentioned some 44 times in the *Anglo-Saxon Chronicle* (until the first quarter of the twelfth century). In the later entries of the *Chronicle*, the term mostly refers to the inhabitants of Cornwall and Wales. In the Anglo-Saxon riddles on the other hand, the meaning of the term seems to be “slave” rather than “Briton”, as clear ethnic connotations are missing. Cf. Tolkien (1963: 26) and Michael Cichon, “Indigenous ‘foreigners’: legal, poetic and historical sources for Old English *wealh*,” (paper given at the 12th International Congress of Celtic Studies, University of Wales, Aberystwyth, 26 August 2003, fc.). For slavery in Anglo-Saxon England, see Pelteret (1981, 1995).
more caste-like than class-like, as social risers were scarce.\textsuperscript{18} Once born a slave of whatever extraction, nearly always a slave.

The so-called “New Debate” in recent British archaeology and historiography (since the 1908ies) has been concerned with the ethnogenesis of Anglo-Saxon England and the questions of the creation of English identity. The origin of this new debate was also couched in the framework of the theoretical call of “Processual Archaeology” for the study of long-term cultural, social and economic processes underlying cultural change (Härke 2003: 15 f., Hines 2004: 17). Scholars such as Lloyd Laing, Nick Higham and Heinrich Härke have shown that the nineteenth century “Anglo-Saxonist” ideology of the Germanic racial “purity” of the Anglo-Saxon society cannot be maintained in the light of recent archaeological research. This means that the nineteenth century preconceptions of English historians such as Richard Green and Edward A. Freeman, that most of the island of Britain was ethnically cleansed was wrong and reflects the 19\textsuperscript{th} century imperialist views (German 2000). These nineteenth century scholars advocated the \textit{double-X theory} (“extermination and expulsion of the native Britons”). Today the \textit{double X-theory}, i.e. the \textit{population replacement theory}, is no longer upheld uncontroversially by historians and archaeologists. The current discourse advocates the theory of an \textit{elite take-over} of the ca 2 m Romano-British population by Anglo-Saxon “fringe barbarians” (Härke 2002: 167). This means that the great mass of the Brittonic or British Latin speaking menial population of the island of Britain suffered an Anglo-Saxon take-over from the top. Perhaps they even welcomed the Anglo-Saxon take-over, since taxation appears to have been initially lower under the Anglo-Saxons than under the Romans or, after the withdrawal of the Roman troops, their sub-Roman masters.

\textsuperscript{18} N.R. Ker’s \textit{Catalogue of Manuscripts containing Anglo-Saxon} (1957) lists a number of records consisting of “manumissions.” See also: \texttt{<http://www.trin.cam.ac.uk/chartwww/manumit.html>} (accessed 17.30.04). Conversely, freemen could also go into slavery for various crimes.
The pattern of acculturation of the Britons was of course not uniform. The rapid acculturation of the Britons in the South East and East and the slower acculturation in the other parts of the island can be documented by a number of archaeological research results, the most important of which are:

1. Palaeobotany: the forests did not reclaim agriculturally exploited land after the adventus and the continuation of agricultural cultivation is very obvious; “in most areas the landscape was kept as open as in Roman times” (Härke 1989: 106, 2002: 159 f., 2003: 16)

2. New types of settlement: the Romano-British towns and country estates (villae) cum dispersed farmsteads were successively replaced by Germanic types of village settlements (Hooke 1997); this may explain why most English village names in the Lowland Zone are Germanic.

3. Change of the building material of the houses from stone (Romano-British) to timber (Germanic) and of the ground plan of the houses; but there are also mixed types of houses which imply a mixed population (Härke 2003: 18 f.)

4. Burial patterns: shift from native post-Roman inhumations without grave goods to inhumations with grave goods; in most parts the differences in body size of the male skeletons disappear at the end of the 7th century (Härke 2003: 19 ff.)

5. Mixed grave goods: Brittonic and Germanic artefacts, jewellery, etc.; cf. the Sutton Hoo hanging bowl (perhaps owned by king Rædwald of East Anglia) (Härke 2003: 17)

Recent DNA analyses have suggested that, since the Anglo-Saxons, the Vikings and the Normans only came in small numbers and ruled a native population much larger in size, the DNA of the British population remained largely unchanged, in spite of the fact that they adopted the language and culture of the Anglo-Saxons and absorbed the languages of the Scandinavians and the Normans. In other words, the Britons became English by assuming Anglo-Saxon, Viking and Norman culture under the respective domination of their elites. This

19 On the other hand, Gelling (1993: 55) suggests that there was a general tendency to replace Brittonic place names by English ones, which was completed by the mid tenth century.
20 Minimalist view: 10.000 (Higham) and 25.000 (Laing), maximalist view: 150.000 to 250.000 (Härke).
21 10.000 to 40.000 Vikings (Härke).
22 10.000 to 200.000 settlers (Normans, Bretons, Flemish and other) (Härke).
is, however, a very controversial matter, indeed, and speculations of this sort lie outside the domain of the sociology of language change.

The question now arises as to why the Britons did not adopt the Latin language during the almost 400 years of Roman domination, like their cousins, the Gauls, Belgians and Aquitanians had done in Gallia. The answer that has been suggested pertains to the different power structure of the Roman Empire, particularly in the peripheral areas, and that of the Anglo-Saxons. While the Empire seems to have been territorily defined, the rule of the Anglo-Saxons appear to have been ethnically defined. The ethnogenesis of the Germanic tribes needs to be viewed in connection with the Teutonic Migrations. The ethnogenesis both of the Continental Saxons and of the Anglo-Saxons is an interesting topic, in that it has been suggested that both had a very strong awareness of their ethnic ties and enforced these on their own people as well as on their colonized subjects (“assertive monoculturalism”).

If we assume that the native Britons in the South West, the Midlands and the North slowly shifted to Old English in the course of two to four centuries (fifth to ninth), the type of linguistic contact and of language acquisition would have had to be that of the adult learner type. Cross-linguistic research in contact linguistics has shown that adult second language acquisition in asymmetrical power situations leads to transfer of phonological and grammatical L1 features to the target language. Little or no lexical transfer is to be expected, because

---

24 The same type of process also occurred in the shift of the Gaelic speaking population in Ireland and Scotland from the 18th to the 20th century.
25 The type and degree of adult transfer depends on two major factors: a) the typological closeness or difference of the involved languages and a) the linguistic levels concerned (phonology, syntax, lexicon, inflectional morphology – in this order of transfer likelihood). I owe this observation to Dr. Hartmut Burmeister (Postdam/Kiel, pc. December 2003).
high status languages rarely borrow common lexis from dominated low status languages.\textsuperscript{26} The shift from Late British to Old English exactly follows this pattern.

Why does the written documentation of the Old English dialects not show grammatical transfer features, if the bulk of the population was culturally (and perhaps ethnically) British-derived?\textsuperscript{27} The answer is complex and needs to be sought in at least two factors. The first is social and the second concerns the medium of communication, i.e. oral and written communication. The Anglo-Saxon kingdoms seem to have cultivated their “Englishness”, i.e. their “Otherness” vis à vis their subjects, the Britons. “Englishness” was first affirmatively defined in opposition to the \textit{wealas}, their unfree subjects working the land and the free Britons in Cumbria, Wales and Cornwall. In the later Anglo-Saxon period, “Englishness” was affirmatively defined in terms of religious difference regarding the Scandinavians. The self-definition of the Christian Anglo-Saxons seems to have been based on their understanding of themselves in salvational terms. The title of Bede’s \textit{Historia Ecclesiastica gentis anglorum} reflects a telling ideological construct, welding the different elite groups of Anglo-Saxon society together in terms of their ethnic extraction.

The second important factor is that of the written language. At the beginning of this paper, I mentioned that Old English was enscripted in the seventh century AD and that the written standard was kept remarkably constant, typologically speaking, across the long centuries of the continued cultivation and preservation of Anglo-Saxon culture. The written language was, of course, that of a small powerful elite, ethnically the Anglo-Saxons. At the end of the seventh century, I would assume that the gap between the spoken and written language

\textsuperscript{26} With the exception, of course, of place names or names of cultural artefacts which are very different from the culture in power and are useful to be known by their native names (cf. Leonard Bloomfield’s (1933: 461) terminology: \textit{intimate borrowing}).

\textsuperscript{27} A possible exception is the present tense \textit{BEON} : \textit{WESAN} distinction which may perhaps have been calqued on the distinction between the copula and the \textit{verbum substantivum} in Brittonic as well as in the other Celtic languages.
of the elite was comparatively small, I would assume. In the later period, there must have been a tripartite division of the types of OE, a) the written language of the elite the norms of which were carefully maintained (\(OE_W\)), b) the spoken vernacular of the elite (\(OE_{EI}\)), and here we can only guess how large the gap between the written and the spoken language was) and c) the vernacular of the bulk of the population, which was largely of British and in the Danelaw areas also of Scandinavian extraction (\(OE_L\)). The situation certainly differed significantly by area and gave rise to the differences of dialect that later emerged. The diglossia of spoken Anglo-Saxon, whether the high or the low prestige variety, never surfaced in writing during the entire Anglo-Saxon period. Of the two types of spoken Old English, only the low variety surfaced after the replacement of the Anglo-Saxon elite by William the Conqueror, which took him some 20 years, as already mentioned.

The OE written standard survived the Norman Conquest for something like two generations, since Anglo-Norman had not yet been subjected to enscripting (Clanchy 1989: 58 ff.). Latin had lost something of its prestige as the language of religion and administration in Late Anglo-Saxon England due to the affirmative \(OE_{EI}\) vernacular endeavours by the tenth century Benedictine reformers. When English re-emerged in writing in the first half of the 12th century, it was of course the spoken language of the formerly repressed low variety of Anglo-Saxon, which now rose to the status of a strongly regionalized middle class written language.

---

28 I am not saying that the oldest OE texts represent the spoken language of the elite, as they are all highly stylized literary texts. Early spoken elite Anglo-Saxon will, however, have been much closer to the written texts than in the later times of the OE period.
29 Cf. the linguistic and the stylistic artificiality of Beowulf, the action of which is set in the sixth century in a continental environment (today’s Denmark and Sweden). The names of the protagonists, however, are transparent English heroic names and would have sounded very differently in their pre-English and primarily oral contexts.
30 Malone (1930) and Magoun (1937) were, unfortunately, not accessible to me.
31 Since in 1066, Norman French was still considered to be a low status vernacular, William the Conqueror “at first issued his written instructions in English just like his Anglo-Saxon predecessors. But in the 1070s, after the numerous rebellions had caused William to rely more on foreigners …, English ceased to be the written language of the government, although a few royal charters for Canterbury continue to recorded bilingually (in Latin and in English) until Henry II’s reign in 1155” (Clanchy 1989: 58).
In what way does written Middle English reflect modelling on Brittonic? The most obvious grammatical innovations were:

In the Northern zone (NP):
- invariable case and gender inflection of nouns, pronouns and adjectives, as earlier in Brittonic
- invariable article, as earlier in Brittonic
- fixed word order, as earlier in Brittonic

In the South Western zone (VP):
- rise of periphrastic aspect, as in Middle Welsh
- DO periphrasis in a variety of uses, as in Middle Welsh

Quite a few other grammatical Brittonicisms only surfaced even much later in Middle English, such as for instance clefting. Clefting already occurs in the oldest documented Welsh texts, which probably date to the seventh or eighth century (by absolute chronology), although the dating is controversial. Clefting is most likely to be linked to the rise of a fixed word order after the loss of inflections. It serves various expressive purposes within the framework of a functional sentence perspective. Thus, in written documentation, clefting in Old Welsh occurs some 400 years or so earlier than in written English.

My conclusion then is that I do not believe in the punctuation theory concerning the sudden rise of Middle English due to a language internal development, although I agree with Dixon that punctuation is possible theoretically. But I would like to know what the purely internal conditions might have been. Nor do I believe in the internal typological restructuring of English due to the effect of the stem initial stress accent or in the deletion of merely ornamental inflections. I do believe, however, that there must have existed a very large gap between

---

32 On the precedence of the loss of inflections in the oldest Welsh written texts see Tristram (2002a; see also 2002b).
33 On the precedence of the invariable article in Old Welsh, see Tristram (2002a).
34 On the precedence of fixed word order as a result of the loss of inflections, see Tristram (2002a).
35 Cf. Prof. Ilse Wischer’s (Potsdam) ongoing research into the use and distribution of periphrastic aspect forms in the OE Orosius (paper given at the Potsdam “Linguistisches Forschungskolloquium”, winter semester 2003/4).
37 On the DO periphrasis in Middle Welsh, Cornish and Breton, see Tristram (1997).
38 On clefting in Old Irish and in Old Welsh, see Tristram (2002b: 265-267, German 2004). The earliest English example dates from the West Saxon Gospels (German 2004), but clefting only began to appear more commonly in thirteenth century documents.
the high variety of spoken Old English (OEH) and the low variety (OEL). In terms of population numbers, we may perhaps assume that the high variety was spoken by some 4 or 5 thousand people and that the low variety was spoken by 1 to 2.5 million speakers of learner Old English. The percentage of speakers of the high variety must have been very low (0.2 to 0.4 %), perhaps even lower than the percentage of today’s speakers of RP as a community language (2 %).39 The low variety of Old English would already have featured most if not all the basic grammatical characteristics of Middle English, but it never entered into the realm of writing, because of the essential caste character of Anglo-Saxon society and because of the elite’s exclusive control of the technology of writing. The well-known Middle English dialect zones reflect the former ethnic contact situations which the language of the Anglo-Saxon conquerors in Britain experienced over the centuries, i.e. Anglo-Saxon with British Latin, Brittonic and Old Norse.

Thus the assumption of a substantial diglossia in Anglo-Saxon England helps to explain why, after the removal of the Anglo-Saxon elite, Middle English dialect writing appears to feature such “sudden” innovations emanating or radiating from the two focal centres in the North and in the South West.

Coda

Angelika Lutz (2002a) has made an interesting case against the tripartite division of the history of the English language by Henry Sweet. He divided its history into Old English, Middle English and Modern English on the basis of the degree of morphological synthesis. Lutz points out that the widely differing views held by various scholars of the beginning of Middle English suggest that the Norman Conquest and its social restructuring of England has nothing to do with the analyticization of English. Instead, she suggests a bipartite division of the his-

---

tory of the English language on the basis of the influx of Romance vocabulary (end of thirteenth to fifteenth century). This changed the language to such an extent that Renaissance scholars did not consider the earlier period to be “English”, but “Saxon”. According to Lutz, the (partial) relexification of English at the end of the Middle Ages was a more important change of the communicative system than the much earlier loss of inflections and the grammatical changes this entailed (Lutz 2002: 161).

In my opinion, Sweets’ (and his followers’) morphological and Lutz’ lexical criteria resorted to for the sake of the periodization of the long history of the English language do not really exclude each other. They look at language change from different linguistic angles, i.e. the systems internal change of morphological structure and the change of the communicative function by (partial) relexification. Because of the views advanced in this paper, I would, however, endorse Lutz’s view concerning an unbroken continuation of English across the divide of the Norman Conquest. There was a political divide of ethnic rulership, but there was no linguistic divide as far as the spoken language of the bulk of the population was concerned. The attrition of the inflections and the restructuring of the syntax started with the adult learners of Old English whose native language was Late British and who shifted to OE₄. In the Danelaw areas, attrition was reinforced by the contact of the former language shifters with the Norse speaking settlers. To put it bluntly, outside the East and the South East spoken Middle English, as far as grammar is concerned, began in the sixth and seventh centuries AD. Like in France, where the result of the contact of Gaulish Latin, as a spoken substratum, with superstratum Frankish only surfaced in writing in the ninth century after the Carolingian Reform, it needed a strong external impetus to adjust the written language to the spoken practice. The Carolingian reformers attempted to restore the “proper” use of Latin in the Empire and

---

40 Cf. Lutz (2002b) for the difference between English and German as two Germanic languages as to their import of French loan words and patterns of word formation.
thereby allowed the spoken languages of Old French and Old High German to appear in writing (Strassburg Oaths 842 AD, Eulalia 878 AD). Spoken low status Old English, however, could only surface in writing after the demise of Anglo-Saxon culture. Unfortunately, the historical grammars of English never gave credit to the speakers of the “real” language of Anglo-Saxon England.
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